
MTH6115 Cryptography

Assignment 8 Not for handing in (2011)

This work should not be handed in; it is for you to practise to help understand various
concepts of the course. There will be no tutorials for this, but you are welcome to visit
me during my normal tutorial hours (in my office) and my office hours (in term-time).

Remember: As usual, even if you work in groups, make sure you understand
everything yourself.

1 My El-Gamal public key is (p, g, h) = (619, 233, 601). Encrypt the message x =
164 for sending to me (there are several solutions to this). You receive the message
(581, 201) sent with the above key. Decrypt it, given that my private key has
a = 110.

2 Exercise in RSA encoding. Write down a string consisting of your student number,
followed by a colon and a space, followed by your name with usual capitalisation
and spacing. Do not use accented letters and the like. An example might be:

076543219: Dr John N. Bray.

(Exclude the full stop at the end.) Convert this into a sequence of ASCII codes
a0, a1, . . . (which would be 48, 55, 54, 53, 52, 51, 50, 49, 57, 58, 32, 68, 114, 32, 74, 111,
104, 110, 32, 78, 46, 32, 66, 114, 97, 121 here), then convert this into the single integer
x :=

∑`−1
i=0 ai128i, where ` is the length of your string. (You should restrict this

length ` to 100 characters.)
My RSA key is (N, e), where N and e are given below. Encrypt your plaintext

x using this RSA key and send to a friend.

N = 126447594075563763027326274282772882722428604978062528079676-
298622739059982482461797318514511477315032435558276091835255-
422255057661816635933545721467893686391991967228242600266949-
303350074745881730260148645240581372980198012869027720363140-
327829644261849976207851736400662722559822890469251288224851.

e = 13838645009504388000811574771416198697302230673183097047125-
111363606871575840435398147336398075095986534185193242785092-
776410861009955579814320769115386703276498933178269369096563-
531748071793375276307663017037796882234575655753515663714912-
408073921636061753550825347084102454290150247845478894876565.
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My decrypt key is d, which is given below. If you have received a message from
your friend, decrypt it using this key, then recover the original message, which you
should communicate to your friend.

d = 17684801611790830718297264553158851422290407476625864586583-
003909923961185948803404508381585957396034867798723575100170-
749496990547972919518617118598354977894372901226568645804749-
909167437966342586923682473477081852434659921297072721721262-
995798684860027041397827880412948066570223564092872577760797.

Use the known values of N, d, e to factorise N , which is the product of two distinct
odd primes. (Do not use this key for any information you want to be kept secure; I
have compromised its security by publishing the value of d.)

3 The following are primes q such that p := q−1
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is also prime. With a minimum of
calculation, find primitive roots modulo q for each of these values of q. The values
of q are 503, 1319, 2099, 3467, 4079, 61799663, 62924879 and 89694083.

4 Let the integers a1, . . . , a11 be 1, 3, 13, 26, 52, 108, 221, 445, 896, 1792, 3584, and let
b = 2135. Determine (the unique) ei ∈ {0, 1} such that b = e1a1 + · · · + e11a11.

5 Let the integers a1, . . . , a11 be 1371, 6855, 70, 2882, 315, 7485, 4072, 8179, 1382,
5506, 6934, and let b = 11872. Determine (the unique) ei ∈ {0, 1} such that
b = e1a1 + · · · + e11a11.
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